It is perhaps surprising, given the contemporary eminence of neuroscience within biological research, that it was not appreciated until the 17th century that the brain might have an important function. A compelling new book by Carl Zimmer surveys the scientific, conceptual and political upheavals in England at this time as a backdrop to the major experimental work carried out by a little-known doctor, Thomas Willis in Oxford, who was key to unravelling the beginnings of our modern view of the brain.
cadavers, he found that people were not made from the animal organs described by Galen.
Nonetheless the heart held conceptual sway as a key to the source of thoughts and feelings. But in 1600, the young English doctor William Harvey studied at Padua. His eventually discovery that the 'heart sends blood through the body in a loop' and functioned basically as a pump sent out philosophical shockwaves. Harvey later served as a physician to the English king, Charles I, who introduced him to Viscount Montgomery. Montgomery had fallen from a horse when he was a boy, leaving a gap in his ribs, subsequently covered by a metal plate, which he was able to remove for Harvey. 'I immediately saw a vast hole,' Harvey wrote, and he was able just to observe the beating heart. I was almost tempted to think… that the motion of the heart was only to be comprehended by God.' It is understandable, then, that Harvey had trouble persuading his peers of his breakthrough. As civil war loomed, Harvey followed Charles I to Oxford as loyalists and puritans grouped around their centres of support before the battles ahead. Harvey began teaching his theories to some of the students, including a young man named Thomas Willis, who had recently decided to pursue a career in medicine rather than the Church. Harvey now had his disciples, determined not only to trace the course of blood through the body but to follow his experimental methods. Willis eventually tracked the flow of blood to the brain. In attempting to understand its function there, he gave the first account of the network of nerves and blood vessels on which our understanding of that organ is based.
By comparing the brains of humans and animals, he found that the brain of a fish or a cow had the same basic architecture as a human's -a medulla, Zimmer recounts one gruesome story that helped convince Willis of his mechanical approach. A female servant, Anne Greene, was convicted of murder of her stillborn baby and sentenced to hang. At her execution in the grounds of Oxford Castle she claimed her innocence before the executioner pushed away the ladder. She was later taken down from the scaffold and her body placed in a coffin for dispatch to Willis and a colleague for a public autopsy, which had become popular at the time. But when they opened the coffin they heard a rattling in her throat and found a weak pulse.
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The two doctors worked rapidly to try to revive her and transferred her, amid astonishment amongst the audience, to a bed in an adjacent room where she remarkably recovered. Willis later quizzed her about her recollections but she remembered nothing about the approach to the scaffold or the hanging or any subsequent thought or feelings. Willis concluded that memory was a mechanical function: 'her memory was like a clock whose weights had been taken off a while and afterward hung on again. ' It was his observations on incidents like this and many more less dramatic ones amongst his patients that convinced Willis to study the brain. 'I determined with myself seriously to enter presently upon a new course, and to rely on this one thing, not to pin my faith on the received opinions of others, nor on the suspicions and guesses of my own mind, but for the future to believe nature and ocular demonstrations,' wrote Willis.
'In his fifteen years as a doctor, Willis had performed enough autopsies to know that the classic descriptions of the brain were wrong, as were the usual methods of autopsy, which deformed the brain, slashing vessels and nerves,' writes Zimmer. Willis and a colleague dissected the brain in a different way, coming at it from the underside and extracting the brain whole and intact. Willis would then hold it for his audience to see. 
